JUNGLE FEVER (wish you were here) was initiated in 2011, originally as an attempt to reclaim Leisure and Tourism using the strategies of their consumption. The project has evolved in response to what fellow junglers contributed along the way, strategies and insights that are feeding through future manifestations and activations. It is now more concerned with a broader engagement with the everyday, advocating an active rather than a passive or consuming attitude.

The Jungle refers now to both our interior and exterior landscape and the fever to a particular state of mind conducive to play, introspection or innovation. The term JUNGLE FEVER has become synonymous with a safe environment and a heightened state of mind where one may put life on pause for a while, and if need be take the time to consider, play (with), or challenge whatever one choses too.

The JUNGLE FEVER user guide, 42 pages in three languages (English, German and French) is now in its third edition with a new improved map and a few comments and captions from past junglers. It has been activated 4 times for the proposed 8 hours journey, in Dusseldorf and Munich (Germany), Neufeldend (Austria) and Ahmedabad (India).

(wish you were here) is a growing archive of traces gathered along the way since the first destination in London in April 2011 - participants’ snapshots, home movies, diaries and postcards. It will soon be gathered as a website.

"Leisure will have an important role in society. .. The role of the artist is to promote the creative use of leisure and creativity as a way of life, but also as a weapon against alienation." Robert Filliou, Teaching and learning as performing art, 1970.

Emmanuelle Waeckerlé – 2013
jungle fever, user’s guide 3rd edition, new map, multilingual
42 pages, full color digital print, soft cover, stapled
wit folded A3 doublesided color map.
JUNGLE FEVER IS EVERYWHERE

JUNGLE FEVER IST UBERALL
JUNGLE FEVER EST PARTOUT

"the excitement all within"

"Feverer verlenen!"
— Ria

jungle fever jingle, departure lounge
5'05 - video - 2013
jungle fever, posters, NEUFELDEN, july 2013

a series of 3 posters (variable size) using past participants words as slogans
JUNGLE FEVER (wish you were here)
in Ahmedabad

Sunday 27th January 2013 - 8.30am to 8.30pm

Third activation of the JUNGLE FEVER user’s guide with a bus trip in and around Ahmedabad.

Destinations; Sunday Market, Thol lake, Stepwell, Hussain Doshi Gufa, Ghandinagar

16 participants

a 12 hour trip
we all have our way to get there
our way to remember
three times eight is twenty four
(p22)
Ahmedabad, jungle fever, trip
documentation
Ahmedabad, jungle fever, trip documentation
AHMEDABAD REMAINS

given by participants to the *wish you were here* archive

**JF BTBT 2013 (Bokul Borah and Atisha Penjore Bhutia)**
single screen video 9’23

**Jungle Fever in ahmedabad itinirary (Ishaan Dixit)**

- Jungle Fever Banner (Ishaan Dixit)
  digital print on pvc - 215x125cms

- Jungle Fever POSTER - Pavel KLVNA
  1 digital photograph, 337kb

All images, videos and words are ‘tagged’ so that they may be found easily online via facebook or google.

http://www.facebook.com/groups/MO1travellnc/
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Jungle-Fever-wish-you-were-here/154694304595238
http://www.ewaeckerle.com/projectbox/JUNGLE-FEVER/
http://www.ewaeckerle.com/projectbox/JFLdusseldorf/

**This is not the end.**

Other destinations are in the pipeline in the U.K, France, Germany and Spain.

New horizons are being explored

- Collective investigation of historical sites
- collective investigation of photo archives

In the words of Robert Filliou;
*Art is what makes life more interesting than art*

*project funded by UCA research fund and Singapore Art council*

© MO1travellnc - e.w 2013
**JUNGLE FEVER** (wish you were here)

in Neufelden

HEIMART – 2nd July 2013 - 11am to 7pm

4th activation of the JUNGLE FEVER user’s guide
with the 8 hour excursion proposed from page 22 to page 30

15 participants started, 8 finished the 8 hour journey, most stayed around the base all day. There were many visitors too.
Neufelden, jungle fever, trip
documentation
Neufelden, jungle fever, trip
documentation
Neufelden, jungle fever, trip
documentation
NEUFELDEN REMAINS

given by participants to the \textit{(wish you were here)} archive.

\textbf{reaching for the heights} (Joachim Eckl)
3 digital photographs 4.6MB each

\textbf{scribbles} (Jorg Walz)
5 scanned ink sketches, 3 MB each

\textbf{jf-neufelden} (Marcus Kaiser)
splitscreen video 12’12’ 1.93 GB

\textbf{JUNGLE FEVER} 
\textbf{Hymnen} (Regine Tritschler)
song

\textbf{JUNGLE} \textbf{numbers, 1 to 9} (Katarian Tritschler)
felt tip pen drawing on wood pieces
\textbf{final ballad} (Katarian Tritschler)
video - 35

\textbf{drawing shadows} (Emmanuelle Waeckerle)
4 digital photographs, 4.6MB each

All images, videos and words are ‘tagged’ so that they may be found easily online via facebook or google.

In the words of Robert Filliou;
\textit{Art is what makes life more interesting than art}

http://www.facebook.com/groups/MOItarrlInc/
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Jungle-Fever-wish-you-were-here/154694304595238
http://www.ewaeckerle.com/projectbox/JUNGLE-FEVER/
http://www.ewaeckerle.com/projectbox/JFLdusseldorf/

\textit{project funded by UCA research fund and Singapore Art council}

© MOItarrlInc - e.w 2013